comparing ps4 vs xbox one
Comparing PS4 Vs. Xbox One: Which Has Better Graphics?
Most gamers have their own loyalties when talking regarding gaming consoles. Now that the
PlayStation 4 and the Xbox One are clashing against one another as the big launch dates draw
closer, more and more fans are joining heated debates to determine which gaming console is top
dog. Admittedly, both of these next-gen gaming consoles are exciting when reviewing their
significantly improved specifications and Features. Moreover when carefully comparing these
systems side by side, the PS4 wins when it comes to graphics.
Developers have revealed that various cross-platform games are prepared to run at a higher
resolution on the PS4 than the Xbox One. Developer Infinity Ward unveiled that the Call of Duty:
Ghosts will run at full 1080p on the PlayStation 4, whereas it can run only at 720p on the Xbox
One. Simply put, the PS4 offers twice the graphical detail than its rival.
The PS4 boasts additional powerful hardware and faster graphics memory. It offers a stronger
visually thrilling gaming affair than the Xbox One. The next-gen gaming console is capable of
rendering higher detail graphics while maintaining sleek frame rates. Although both the
PlayStation 4 and also the Xbox One have similar basic architectures - considering that the
gaming console giants use CPU and graphics processors manufactured by AMD - the big
differences lie in graphics and memory subsystems. The PS4 has 1,152 GCN graphics core, but
the Xbox One only has 768. Since these systems run at the same clockspeeds, the PlayStation 4
has 50% more raw shader power than its competitor. Moreover, the PS4 comes with higher
memory bandwidth, boasting 8GB of GDDR5 compared to the Xbox One's 8GB of DDR3.
Will the variance in graphics really matter for gamers? For most players, yes it does matter. If
you're a meticulous gamer with a propensity for incredibly detailed graphics or if you're merely a
gaming buff who likes to play games in bolder detail on your screen, then the next-gen gaming
console PS4 is definitely for you.
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